profilesNow™
Identify Key Respondents for
Deeper Insights in Real-Time

“We were able to identify people
who liked the product and then pull
them into focus groups to explore
preparation directions right after
they were finished with the survey...”

profilesNow is a key tool within InsightsNow’s proprietary technology, reportsNow.
profilesNow allows you to access and analyze individual participant data as your
survey is happening. This gives you the ability to flag key respondents for
follow-up research, whether it be an extension to the survey, one-on-one live
chat or an online interview.

—Linda Finger
Consumer Scientist
Kraft Foods Group

By allowing this instant identification during data collection, you can eliminate
time lag between stages and elements of your study as well as seamlessly and
effectively combine quantitative and qualitative methodology. This is especially
ideal for complex concept testing or product repositioning for deep consumer
feedback. The entire platform is highly customizable to your unique research
needs, and integrates with your survey technology for cost and timing efficiencies.

Do more in less time
•

Easily filter and identify targeted
respondents using any criteria

•

Access patterns within the data as
they are occuring

•

Identify participants who are active,
in the moment, in your study

•

Callout features of the dashboard
to drill down for discovery
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Start gaining deeper insights now—get in touch with us!
www.insightsnow.com | info@insightsnow.com | 541.757.1404

